INTRODUCTION
). Two types of incomplete pole figures were tested: (a) truncated at constant angle 0c, typical of reflection pole figure Figure 4 shows the influence of tt (i.e., "missing information") and iteration on the difference texture index. As seen above, the loss of accuracy is gradual in the case of the POS method, but is quite drastic in the case of LS method. The results for TEM pole figures (Figure 4b ) are similar with a difference that here the "POS,' method also shows a sharper rise in the texture index beyond a certain angle.
In the case of the positivity method, the initial guess for the unknown region and the number of iterations strongly influence the final ODF. In Figure 14c , the evolution of the difference texture index is plotted as a function of number of iterations, for TEM pole figures with Otmax 40. Using the results from the LS method as a starting value for the positivity method (referred to as "both" methods in Figure 4c ) instead of a random ODF significantly improves the results. Convergence can further be enhanced by evaluating the differences in series expansion coefficients between iteration steps and multiplying it by a certain factor f > 1 (= "enhanced method" in Figure 4c ). Figure 5 shows Figure 6b and c for a sharp A1 rolling texture where strong ghost effects arc observed (Figure 6a ). Both methods achieve a .significant improvement of the data and efficiently rexiuc the ghost error. In spite of the different approaches (the POS method makes use of low intensity regions while the GM uses the texture peaks), the results arc surprisingly similar which suggest that both methods approxirnatc the truc ODF to a rather similar degree. (Figures 6a-e) . It is a characteristic effect for the DR algorithm to prefer the strong peaks but it neglects small intensities. 10 For this reason the SE methods appear to be more suitable for analyzing low intensity regions of the ODF. In the example presented in Figure 6b ,e, the Cub-RD scattering (which reveals the texture evolution)is best visible in the (ghost corrected) SE-ODFs. So, for practical eases, the DR method seems to be better when the main (i.e., strong) features of the texture are to be analyzed whereas the SE method is more suitable for the investigation of texture details in low intensity areas (after proper ghost correction). 
SUMMARY

